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Abstract

We treat the kinematics of a sequential process as A(a,b)B(c)C in its different steps,
namely the two-body reaction A(a, b)B and the following B → c + C decay. By a proper
choice of the reference frames used to describe the reaction, we get useful kinematical
formulas whose use makes it easier to understand the physical process considered.
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1 Preliminary remarks.

To begin our analysis, let us consider the first step of the sequential reaction A(a, b)B(c)C,
i.e.

a+A+b+B

where the a particle impinges on target A, producing the b (projectile-like) and the B
(target-like) particles in the outgoing channel (first step).

In the following, we shall label each kinematical quantity referred to the Laboratory

system by ‘I/ index at the top, ‘C’ will denote any quantity in the Center of mass system,

while ‘S’ index will indicate the same quantity seen by the Recoil frame reference.

As Fig. 1 shows, we choose as reference frame in the laboratory a levogirous,

orthonormal Cartesian coordinate system whose z-axis is orthogonal to the a particle di-

rection; moreover, we choose the b particle direction in order to belong to the zy plane, in

such a way that the b particle direction is unambiguously characterized by the (x/2,4;)

spherical coordinates.

The Centre of mass reference system (CM) is chosen to have its origin coincident

with the centre of mass of the initial system, and the axes parallel to the corresponding

 ones of the Laboratory system (L).

Next, we shall consider a third reference frame having its origin at B particle (which

will decay into c and C particles) to which we shall refer c and C particles. This frame is

the so-called ‘Recoil Centre of Mass’ (RCM) system.

Generally speaking, the excitation of any particle involved may be different from

zero, but the kinematics of the process depends only on the Q-value of the reaction: for

this reason, we shall omit to indicate excitation of the single particles (usually labelled  by

an asterisk).

2 Describing the A(a, b)B(c)C reaction following its sequential steps.

In describing the reaction, we apply the conservation laws of energy and momentum to

obtain useful information.
Let us consider, in the reference system relative to an observer in the laboratory

(what we called ‘Lsystem’), an incident particle a having mass m, and energy Ef, strik-

ing the A particle, whose mass is m.4, at rest in the L-system.
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Figure 1: From Laboratory to Centre of Mass system during the first step of the reaction.
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2.1 Studying the first step of the reaction, a + A + b + B: from Laboratory
Centre of Mass system.

We get for the velocity of the Centre of mass in L-system the following expression:

to

VL
ma

c.m. = VL
ma+mA a7

while the corresponding kinetic energy is

Et,,,. = ma
m&mA

Et.

from which the relative energy for the a - A system is given by:

(1)

(2)

(3)

The Q-value of the first step of the reaction is given by

Q2=(ma+mA-mb-mB)2

where each TTQ mass keeps into account the excitation energies of the particles, i.e.

mic2  = my2 + cl.

In the Centre of Mass reference system (CM) the outgoing particles b and B will have

the following energies, respectively:

while in the L-system one gets

E; = mB
mb+mB

(44

w

WJ)

and the corresponding angles, in the Laboratory reference frame, for the b and B particles

are:

44, = arcsin
i

( w



Figure 2: From Laboratory to Recoil Centre of Mass system after B particle decay, i.e. at
the second step.

We must impose the following conditions to avoid ambiguities on $6, polar angle of b, B

particles:

mpg>- J mB %A4
mb+mB E;

(W

In the Centre of Mass system, we have the obvious formula between 4s and & angles,

i.e.

4s + & = =r,

while in the ‘L’ system the two #f and $4; angles are related as follows (see Fig. 1):

q$ = -arc.sin  [ J~sinrj~] (8)
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Moreover, the &a - valve of the first step of the reaction will be espressed by means of

measurable quantities:

The above formulas are aimed at allowing us to transform the cross section of our

process from the Centre of Mass system (as theoretically obtained) to the Laboratory

reference one, where experimental data are collected, in order to compare them:

da$= -J1dwb”
by means of the J1 Jacobian of the transformation from L- to CM-system:

JI
Wmb

(ma + mA)(mb + mB) 3 sin2 “* (10)

2.2 Studying the second step of the reaction, B + c + C: from Centre of Mass to
Recoil system.

2.2.1 a) general case.

The best way to treat the second step of the sequential reaction under examination is to

choose a reference frame whose origin is placed at B particle (i.e., the ‘recoil particle’),

while axes are parallel to the corresponding ones of the coordinate systems previously

considered (see Fig. 2).

The Recoil Centre of Mass system (RCM) is - with respect to the Laboratory system

- an inertial reference frame moving in the direction characterized by (ek, &) angles

having a velocity

After B particle decay, its center represents the center of mass of its products, that

is to say the origin of RCM system: we shall label by ‘S’ any quantity we shall refer to

this reference frame.

One can show that during the second step the following relationships must hold:

E,S = mcm;mc%(Q~  - Q2>,

&a being the total Q-value of the reaction, given by
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E,L = mc
m,+mc

Ek sine: cos(r$f  - &j) f ~mc~mc  - (1 -sin2B,Lcos2($k - 4;)) .‘.
C

(11)

We may deduce now the reality conditions by imposing the existence of the radicand

and studying the sign of this expression making it explicit with respect 06 or &, as we

show in the following.

Namely, if
E$,fmc >I
z mc

,

we can choose only + sign, and $6 can have any value. If instead

@m,+mc  < .l
z me
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one can take both signs and must have

that, for physical reasons, implies

where

61=uccos[&~~]  >0.

On the other hand, imposing the same reality conditions with respect to 19:, one gets

sin2BL >
1 @m,+mc

’ - cos2(#k  - &)(I - a m, ”

that is to say

where

while the expression for 4: is
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